Abstract-In traditional near-VOD (NVOD), the number of streams required is high if the user delay goal is low (say, 2 minutes). In this paper, we study the use of client buffering to reduce such bandwidth requirement. We first study a scheme based on streaming approach termed "join-and-stream" (JAS), which broadcasts a movie in a staggered manner and uses short unicast streams to recover the time difference between the broadcast point and the arrival time. We show that such a technique is effective for movies with intermediate arrival rate. We then propose a broadcasting scheme for popular movies termed "stream-bundling." The scheme groups (i.e., "bundles") the server streams into channels of incrementally increasing bandwidth. Such high-speed bundled channels are used to deliver the beginning portion of the videos to the clients, so that the clients can merge with an on-going broadcast stream quickly. By comparing with other previously proposed broadcasting schemes (such as Pyramid Broadcasting, Skyscraper Broadcasting and Harmonic Broadcasting), stream-bundling is shown to achieve similar level of performance with much lower complexity (without many channels to manage and to hop). Using our two schemes, the bandwidth requirement of a system can be reduced significantly (by more than 50% in our examples) as compared with the traditional NVOD, with the cost of only a little client buffering ( 20% of the movie length).
I. INTRODUCTION
A DVANCES in computing technology and high-speed networking has made the delivery of on-demand video service (video-on-demand, VOD) to the home a reality [1] . In true-VOD, each user is assigned its own dedicated unicast stream [2] . Clearly, such a technique is appropriate for unpopular movies only. For more popular movies, the use of multicasting is more scalable and cost-effective, whereby a single multicast stream is used to serve multiple requests at the same time. Such a technique is referred to as near-VOD (NVOD) in [3] - [8] . Clearly in NVOD, besides the sacrifice of flexible interactivity, users have to wait for a certain amount of time before their videos are displayed. In order to offer a good quality of service, such user delay should be kept below a certain value. In this paper, we consider how to reduce the bandwidth requirement of video systems under a certain maximum user delay requirement . Though multicasting technique is effective, NVOD still suffers from many streams if is low. Consider a movie of length minutes which is played in a staggered manner once every minutes to satisfy the delay goal. The total number of streams required is then , which increases when decreases. Such bandwidth requirement in fact can be reduced at the cost of some client buffer. Using the buffer, a client can prefetch future video segments from other bandwidth channels. 1 We assume in our system that a client can concurrently buffer data from multiple channels while playing its own stream.
Traditionally, the aforementioned client buffering technique is usually applied on the hot movies based on streaming approach, where movies are delivered to the clients in a streaming fashion. An example of which is pyramid broadcasting discussed in [9] . The scheme, however, requires a large client buffer size (comparable to the movie size). Another scheme, termed "harmonic broadcasting," achieves a lower buffer requirement at the cost of complexity [10] . The skyscraper broadcasting achieves lower complexity at the cost of some bandwidth and buffer requirement [11] . Other schemes based on streaming approach are also discussed in [12] - [18] . A client in all of these schemes has to manage two or more channels at the same time, and hop and join specific channels at some specified time and for some specific duration, hence leading to complexity in the system design. Furthermore, the previous schemes are generally discussed in the context of "hot" or popular movies without quantifying the request rate under which a movie can be regarded as "hot," and specifying how a system should operate when there are some less "hot" movies.
In this paper, we consider client buffering techniques for video services to meet a certain maximum user delay constraint. In particular, we address, given the movie request rate in a video system, how the movies should be delivered to minimize the total server, and hence network, bandwidth requirement. Certainly, when the arrival rate is very "low" (i.e., the "cold" movies), we are justified to use true-VOD, and for "high" arrival rate (i.e., the "hot" movies), we should use some kind of broadcasting scheme, and for "intermediate" arrival rate (i.e., the "warm" movies), some other scheme should be used.
To achieve this goal, we first propose a scheme based on streaming approach termed "join-and-stream" (JAS) which achieves good performance for intermediate arrival rate. The technique employed is similar to the ones in [19] - [24] . While the focuses of [19] , [20] , [25] are on server caching and user interactivities, we study client buffering and a certain user start-up delay here, and provide analysis for the schemes. Our work differ from [21] - [23] in terms of the merging operation and the use of unicast streams (as opposed to multiple streams) to deliver video, which substantially reduces client buffer requirement. As opposed to [24] , we allow users to be delayed for a maximum of minutes instead of serving them instantaneously.
Regarding those hot movies, we propose a simple broadcasting scheme termed "stream-bundling." The design of such a scheme is based on the observation that broadband fiber or cable networks (with bandwidth beyond the streaming rate) to the home has become a reality. We show that, as opposed to the previous video broadcasting schemes based on streaming approach, a much simpler system can be designed by grouping or "bundling" a number of server streams into channels with incrementally increasing bandwidth, and delivering movie segments using these channels. A client in our scheme only needs to join two channels for a deterministic minutes at the start of a movie, and for the rest of time it needs only one stream. Since there is no need of channel hopping, the scheme is simple in implementation. We show that the bandwidth of the bundled channels does not need to be very high for optimal operation (bandwidth in the order of ten streams), and hence is practical given the current broadband networks and disk bandwidth.
We study the performance of JAS and stream-bundling broadcasting in terms of their buffer and bandwidth requirements.
We quantify under what arrival rate should each of the scheme be used. We illustrate how these two approaches can be used to achieve minimum bandwidth requirement with only a little client buffering. Our contributions in this paper is hence threefold: i) we propose, analyze, and optimize a "join-and-stream" scheme which is appropriate for movies of intermediate request rate; ii) we propose, analyze, and optimize a "stream-bundling" broadcasting approach for hot movies; and iii) we illustrate how our schemes can be used in a video system with nonuniform video popularity to achieve minimum server bandwidth. This paper is organized as follows. We first discuss some previous work in Section II. In Section III, we describe and analyze JAS and stream-bundling broadcasting scheme. In Section IV, we present some illustrative examples and comparisons between the schemes, and their performance as compared with the other traditional broadcasting schemes. We then present a design example of a movie system which combines our schemes to minimize the total bandwidth requirement in Section V. We conclude in Section VI.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Previous work on the use of client buffering in broadcasting popular videos are based on streaming approach. We describe three of the representative schemes here, namely, the pyramid broadcasting [9] , the harmonic broadcasting [10] , and the skyscraper broadcasting [11] , which provide a basis for our comparisons of our stream-bundling approach.
In pyramid broadcasting, each video is divided into segments, with the size of the th segment being times of the th segment ( ). The total server bandwidth is accordingly divided into different streaming channels with the same bandwidth. The th segment of all videos are delivered using the th channel sequentially. Since the first segment is the smallest, it is broadcast more frequently, leading to a low user start-up delay. While receiving a segment, a client can prefetch other segments at the same time using its local buffer. Given a certain user maximum delay requirement, such broadcasting scheme is found to achieve low bandwidth requirement. However, the buffer requirement of this scheme is usually large (more than 75% of the movie length). The broadcasting scheme is also quite complicated in the sense that a client needs to monitor multiple channels closely and prefetches the data at the right time in order not to miss the segments.
In harmonic broadcasting, each movie is divided into segments of equal size of minutes. Let be the size of the th segment (in minutes), and hence the whole movie length is , where ( ) is concatenation. The th segment is further sub-divided into sub-segments of equal size. For segment , a stream is sub-divided into bandwidth channels (sub-streams) with bandwidth , where is the bit rate of a stream. The sub-segments take turn in using the channel much similar to a TDM system, and the schedules of the sub-streams are staggered. As a result, the number of concurrent streams used by a movie is . When a client begins accepting , it also prefetches segments into its buffer. In this scheme, we can reduce the user delay by increasing the number of segments of a movie. Unfortunately, this also increases the system complexity. Though the bandwidth requirement of this scheme is slightly higher than pyramid broadcasting, its buffer requirement is much lower (but still larger than 30% of the movie length). However, this scheme is difficult to be implemented, and the number of channels the client and server have to manage increases with . A client also need to download data from different channels at the same time, hence complicating the I/O issues.
In skyscraper broadcasting, each video is also divided into different fragments. The fragmentation method, however, is different and follows the following recursive function:
otherwise where is proportional to the size of the th fragment (in minutes). For example, the size of the first segment is one unit; the second segment is two units; and so forth. There is a parameter (called the "width") in the scheme which restricts the size of the largest segment (those segments larger than is forced to be ). By adjusting , the buffer and bandwidth requirement can be traded off with each other: A smaller reduces the buffer requirement but increases the bandwidth requirement, and vice versa (when , the scheme reduces to the traditional NVOD system without client buffering).
Several other schemes have also been proposed, namely, permutation-based pyramid broadcasting [13] , fast broadcasting [15] , [16] and pagoda broadcasting [17] . All these schemes are based on similar approaches and differ in how videos are segmented and how the segments are delivered. Since the performance of these schemes are similar to the aforementioned schemes, we will focus on only pyramid, harmonic and skyscraper broadcasting in this paper.
All of the previous broadcasting schemes are based on using a server stream "as is" (or subdivide a stream as in the harmonic broadcasting). Since video segments are transmitted in channels with different frequency, a client has to keep track of the starting and ending time of each segment and buffer it accordingly. Consequently, it has to "hop" from one channel to another at exact times. This leads to design and implementation complexity. We propose a scheme in which the server streams are aggregated (i.e., bundled) to form high-speed channels, and such channels are held only for a brief period of time at the start of the movie. As a result, there is no "channel" hopping, leading to much simpler design and implementation. We show that our scheme, as compared to the other schemes, does not compromise simplicity with performance, and the bundled channels do not have to be very high bandwidth for optimal operation.
III. SCHEME DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

A. Scheme Description
We discuss the schemes by considering an arbitrary movie in the system (note that in a properly designed system, the operation of a movie is independent to the others). Let bits/minute be the streaming rate of the movie (recall that minutes is its duration, and minutes is the maximum start-up delay of the users in the system).
1) Join-and-Stream:
In this scheme, the video is multicast/broadcast in a staggered manner at regular offset point of minutes apart (and hence the number of multicast streams allocated for this is ). We show the operation of this scheme in Fig. 1 .
If a request arrives less than minutes before the start of a multicast point, it waits till the start of the multicast point and "joins" the stream. Otherwise, it is served immediately with a unicast stream (with rate ) while it simultaneously buffers the ongoing closest multicast stream. The unicast stream is to supply the beginning portion of the video, and is relinquished after a short while when the client starts to retrieve the video data from its own buffer. Clearly, a user requests for a movie at minutes after the start of a multicast point (but more than minutes before the start of the next multicast) is served by a unicast stream for minutes. We see that the buffer requirement is no more than minutes of video time. Obviously, there is a tradeoff between the number of multicast streams and the unicast streams used. In order to minimize the total bandwidth requirement, the value of should be designed properly. Since a user "joins" the multicast stream while the data is "streamed" to it via unicast, we termed this scheme "Join-and-Stream" (JAS).
2) Stream-Bundling Broadcasting: In stream-bundling, the server streams are grouped (i.e., bundled) into multicast "channels" of increasing bandwidth with an increment of . These channels are used to push the movie to the clients (and hence video data is not "streamed"). A "1 " channel is a channel with bandwidth (i.e., a stream), while a "2 " channel is a channel "bundled" with 2 streams (i.e., of bandwidth ), and so on. We show in Fig. 2 the operation of the scheme. As in NVOD, the movie is broadcast/multicast using the streams in a staggered fashion, with the offset time being minutes (therefore, the number of multicast streams allocated for this purpose is given by ). The slot interval is in general larger than , and is further subdivided into "minislots" of length . The beginning portion of the movie is periodically pushed to the client in each of the minislot, with the first minislot using channel, the second one using 2 channel, and so on. Clearly, the number of bundled channels for the movie is given by . A user arriving into the system is served in the next mini-slot (and hence experiencing a maximum delay of ), when it is served by the corresponding "high-speed" channel while buffering concurrently the on-going multicast stream started at the beginning of the slot. Since the beginning portion of the video is downloaded with a rate at least as fast as the normal playback rate , the user can start playing the movie right at the beginning of the mini-slot. With the use of the high speed channel and client buffering, a user can playback its movie from its own buffer at the end of the mini-slot and hence merges back to the multicast stream. From then on, the user just receives the multicast stream into one end of its buffer while playing it from the other end. (Note that we can as well use a channel delivering for a time to replace the channel here to achieve the same effect.)
To put the operation in a more formal way, a user arriving at a time between and from the beginning of a slot ( ) uses a bundled channel for a duration of minutes to download the first minutes of video segment, while concurrently prefetching data from the normal multicast stream from time onward. Clearly, we see that the buffer requirement of a client is not more than minutes of video time. Note that a client needs to receive only two channels (one bundled channel and one multicast stream) for only a fixed duration of at the beginning of the movie. Clearly, there is no channel hopping in our scheme, which leads to the simplicity of the scheme. By adjusting , we tradeoff between the number of broadcast/multicast streams and the bundled bandwidth to achieve the minimum total bandwidth.
B. Scheme Analysis
In order to derive analytic expressions in evaluating the performance of the two schemes, we consider Poisson arrival with rate req/min. We are interested in the following parameters:
• The number of streams required for a movie : Here we are interested in the bandwidth used per movie in terms of the average number of streams used; and
• The amount of client buffer in video minutes, : Clearly, we are interested in a small (e.g., 50% of the movie length).
1) Join-and-Stream:
For JAS, the total number of streams are the sum of the multicast/broadcast streams and unicast streams. Clearly, the number of multicast streams is (ignoring the noninteger part). By conditioning on the interval between the arrival time of a request and the start of the upcoming multicast point, the (average) number of concurrent unicast streams is obviously given by . Therefore,
achieves its minimum of (2) at (3) In terms of buffer requirement, the highest of which occurs when a user arrives slightly more than before the next multicast point. Therefore (4) and . Since only requests arriving between and from a multicast point experience delay, the expected start-up delay is given by . With , the average delay hence becomes .
2) Stream-Bundling Broadcasting:
For stream-bundling, the number of streams required is the sum of the broadcast/multicast streams ( ) and the streams in the bundled channels. By taking into consideration the average amount of time a bundled channel is actually used in the movie delivery, the average bundled streams used is given by . Therefore,
Clearly, achieves its minimum of (6) at (7) The client buffer should be at least large enough to buffer the data from the bundled channel and the multicast stream. The largest buffer requirement occurs for arrivals being served at the last minislot in a slot. Therefore (8) Substituting
into (8), we have a buffer requirement of , which attains its maximum at when /2. Therefore, in the worse case, the buffer requirement would not be larger than 50% of the movie length.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND COMPARISONS
We present in this section the performance of our proposed schemes and compare stream-bundling with the other previously proposed broadcasting schemes, namely, the pyramid, harmonic and skyscraper schemes. We consider in the following a baseline system in which minutes and minutes.
A. Join-and-Stream (JAS)
We first study JAS. We show in Fig. 3 with respect to , given . As increases, first increases quickly and then more slowly, leveling off at . We clearly see is low when is low. Also shown in the figure is the number of streams required for true-VOD given by
. We see that our scheme achieves much lower requirement with only a little user delay. On the other hand, when is low, due to the fixed multicast overhead, our scheme actually requires more streams than pure-VOD (not shown here, but shown in Fig. 9 ).
We show in Fig. 4 the corresponding buffer requirement (when ) with respect to , given . As increases, decreases first sharply and then slowly. The buffer requirement is low (only a few minutes). Only for extremely low value of would buffer requirement be high ( tends to infinity when approaches to zero). Note that is given by .
B. Stream-Bundling
We next study stream-bundling broadcasting. We show in Fig. 5 the server streams used per movie with respect to . As increases, decreases quickly at the beginning and then rises gradually. This is expected since when is low, the number of the multicast streams is high; on the other hand, when is high, many high-speed bundled channels (and hence streams) would be required. The number of streams attains its minimum at a certain value of given by (7) ( minutes and given the parameters used).
We show in Fig. 6 the tradeoff between and , and the tradeoff between and . Clearly, decreases as increases. As increases, (given by ) also increases. However, as mentioned before, would not increase indefinitely, but reaches a maximum of 50% of movie length (not shown). Also shown is the NVOD case. Obviously, given a maximum user delay, the number of streams required in our scheme is much lower than NVOD.
We now compare stream-bundling with the other broadcasting schemes proposed previously (The parameters and for the pyramid broadcasting are chosen to be 2.7 and 20 respectively [9] , while the width for skyscraper broadcasting is chosen so that the buffer requirement is similar to that of stream-bundling, i.e., 5.) We show in Fig. 7 versus for these schemes. Clearly, decreases with , and compared with the NVOD case, all the schemes achieve much lower bandwidth requirement at the cost of client buffer. Both pyramid and harmonic broadcasting consume similar bandwidth, while skyscraper consumes slightly higher bandwidth than ours (especially at low ). We show in Fig. 8 the buffer requirement of these schemes with respect to . Even though pyramid broadcasting has the lowest , it requires the most buffer close to the whole movie length. The buffer size for the harmonic scheme is relatively high and quite independent of . Our scheme achieves low buffer requirement (with the maximum buffer requirement being 50% of the movie). The buffer requirement for the skyscraper broadcasting is proportional to the user delay, and depends on the parameter .
From Figs. 7 and 8 we see that stream-bundling achieves similar level of tradeoff between and as compared with the previously proposed schemes. However, it has the lowest complexity as the client does not need to hop from one channel to another continuously at specified times as in the other schemes.
C. Scheme Comparisons
We now compare the performance between JAS and the stream-bundling broadcasting. We show in Fig. 9 the number of streams required with respect to for the two schemes, and for true-VOD. We show two curves for JAS: one without the constraint on the size of client buffer, and another one with the constraint minutes (the case of stream-bundling requires a client buffer of less than 20 minutes, according to Fig. 6 ). As expected, for very low arrival rate, true-VOD requires the minimum number of streams (since both stream-bundling and JAS have constant multicast streams overhead). JAS requires the least number of streams at moderate arrival rate, while stream-bundling requires the least for high arrival rate. In order to minimize the bandwidth requirement, a movie should be served by one of the schemes depending on its request rate.
We show in Fig. 10 the crossover arrival rate, , beyond which stream-bundling should be used in order to minimize the bandwidth requirement. As increases, the crossover point decreases, showing that more movies should use streambundling in their delivery.
V. A HYBRID SYSTEM AND ITS DESIGN EXAMPLE
In this section, we present a design example of how our schemes can be used in a VOD system with a maximum user delay. We consider a system with movies, minutes, and maximum user delay minutes. The aggregate arrival rate to the system is req/min, and the arrival rate for movie is , . The popularity of the movies is according to the Zipf distribution, with , where (from a video store data [4] ). The client has limited buffer size of 20 minutes (i.e., 20% of the movie length).
We design the system given so as to minimize the total bandwidth requirement. To achieve this, recall from Fig. 9 that when is less than a certain value (0.05 req/min in that case), true-VOD should be used. For intermediate (i.e., between 0.05 req/min and req/min in that case), JAS should be chosen. Stream-building should be used for the movies higher than . This is the hybrid system we are studying here. We show in Fig. 11 the performance of the hybrid system in terms of the stream requirement versus the total arrival rate. When is low, most are low and hence most of the movies are delivered using true-VOD. As increases, more and more movies are delivered by JAS and stream-bundling schemes. When becomes very high, almost all of the movies are delivered by stream-bundling, so that the maximum number of streams is given by , independent of . Note that with only a small client buffer (less than 20 minutes video time), the system achieves significantly lower bandwidth than either of the traditional true-VOD or of NVOD. It shows more than 50% reduction in bandwidth as compared with the NVOD case (given by ). 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In traditional near-VOD, the number of streams in a server can be high if the requirement in user delay is low. In this paper, we study two broadcasting schemes based on client buffering to reduce the number of streams required given a certain maximum user delay requirement. The first scheme is termed "join-andstream" (JAS) which proves to be appropriate for movies of intermediate arrival rate, and the second one, termed "streambundling" broadcasting, is appropriate for movies with high request rate.
In JAS, a movie is multicast/broadcast in a staggered fashion. By means of buffering, unicast streams of short duration are used to recover the time difference between the broadcast point and the user arrival time. In stream-bundling broadcasting, the server streams are organized into channels with incrementally increasing bandwidth by grouping (i.e., bundling) a number of streams together. A movie is multicast/broadcast in a staggered manner, while the "high-speed" bundled channels are used to deliver the beginning portion of the videos so that the users can merge with the multicast/broadcast stream in short time.
We show that such a technique can significantly reduce bandwidth requirement with little buffering (mostly less than 20% of the movie length) while achieving a low delay (less than 2 minutes). Furthermore, the bandwidth of the bundled channels is not high to achieve such optimum. Our scheme, as compared with the other traditional broadcasting ones (such as pyramid, harmonic and skyscraper), achieves much lower complexity in terms of number of channels managed, the frequency of channel hopping, and the number of channels a client has to join at the same time. It is hence simple to implement and practical.
We have shown that by scheduling movies according to JAS and stream-bundling, the server/network bandwidth requirement can be substantially reduced (by more than half in our examples) as compared with the traditional near-VOD. This is achieved with only a little cost in client buffering (less than 20% of the movie length).
